Abstract
Comparing Annotation Frameworks for Lexical Semantic Change. Evaluation in
research on Lexical Semantic Change (LSC) detection is still an unsolved issue (cf. e.g. Lau
et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2014; Frermann and Lapata, 2016; Takamura et al., 2017). This is
mainly due to a lack of LSC resources, e.g. in the form of a test set comprising a number of
words annotated for whether they changed semantically or not. In the creation of such a test
set the same problems as in traditional word sense annotation are encountered (e.g. definition
and dichotomy of word senses), as LSC is related to loss or emergence of word senses (cf. Blank,
1997, p. 113). In order to avoid these problems Schlechtweg et al. (2018) developed DURel, an
annotation framework relying on graded word sense annotation (Erk et al., 2013). However, as
Schlechtweg et al. acknowledge, DURel is unable to distinguish certain semantic constellations,
e.g., it confuses polysemy with LSC. Although the authors propose a preliminary solution to
this issue, DURel can be shown to have a rather low correlation with true LSC.
In order to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings of DURel we propose an alternative
annotation framework relying on the manual choice of representative uses for each word sense
cluster. More specifically, we try to retrieve the underlying word sense distributions by choosing
a representative centroid for each sense cluster against which a random sample of uses is to be
compared. As we show by simulation of LSC in idealized graph models, from the inferred word
sense distributions a more accurate value of LSC can be retrieved on the basis of a feasible
sample size. At the same time the proposed framework retains the advantages of DURel relying
on graded word sense annotation of use pairs.
The two annotation strategies are compared and analyzed on the same set of words annotated
by the same annotators. The newly proposed framework is not only relevant for research in
LSC but for research on lexical semantics with relation to word sense distributions in general.
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